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ABSTRACT Next-generation communication networks, also known as NextG or 5G and beyond, are the
future data transmission systems that aim to connect a large amount of Internet of Things (IoT) devices,
systems, applications, and consumers at high-speed data transmission and low latency. Fortunately, NextG
networks can achieve these goals with advanced telecommunication, computing, and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) technologies in the last decades and support a wide range of new applications. Among advanced
technologies, AI has a significant and unique contribution to achieving these goals for beamforming,
channel estimation, and Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces (IRS) applications of 5G and beyond networks.
However, the security threats and mitigation for AI-powered applications in NextG networks have not been
investigated deeply in academia and industry due to being new and more complicated. This paper focuses
on an AI-powered IRS implementation in NextG networks along with its vulnerability against adversarial
machine learning attacks. This paper also proposes the defensive distillation mitigation method to defend and
improve the robustness of the AI-powered IRS model, i.e., reduce the vulnerability. The results indicate that
the defensive distillation mitigation method can significantly improve the robustness of AI-powered models
and their performance under an adversarial attack.

15

16

INDEX TERMS Security, next-generation networks, adversarial machine learning, model poisoning, intel-
ligent reflecting surfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION17

In recent years, next-generation networks, also called NextG18

or 5G and beyond, have been paying attention more in19

academia and industry along with high demand and new20

ways of communication need from consumers. Accord-21

ing to the report released by the International Telecom-22

munication Union (ITU), the mobile data traffic based23

on NextG will constantly increase each year and reach24

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Giambattista Gruosso .

thousands of exabytes [1]. NextG networks aim to connect 25

billions of devices, systems, and applications to meet high 26

data rate and low latency requirements to support new appli- 27

cations, especially delay-sensitive services using the Internet, 28

from digital twins, virtual reality, metaverse, industry 4.0, 29

self-driving cars, online education, to eHealth services and 30

many more [2]. Fortunately, NextG networks can meet these 31

requirements and support these applications with advanced 32

communication, computing, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) 33

technologies. AI is an extraordinary contributor among 34

them to innovative technologies in NextG networks [3]. 35
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Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces (IRS) is one of those inno-36

vative technologies, in addition to Massive Multiple-Input37

Multiple-Output (MIMO) and millimeter wave, to improve38

the performance of NextG wireless networks in terms of data39

rate and channel capacity. Recently, IRS has received exten-40

sive attention in the literature due to its powerful capability41

of reconfiguring wireless communication environments. IRS42

is typically composed of a large amount of low-cost passive43

reflecting elements [4]. By cooperatively tuning the phase44

shifts of all reflecting elements, the reflected signals can be45

constructively or destructively added to the receiver [5]. Con-46

sequently, wireless communication environments could be47

changed dynamically to enhance or degrade communication48

performance.49

Inspired by the tremendous achievements of AI,50

AI-powered models have also been applied to IRS-driven51

wireless communication in NextG wireless networks to52

improve performance [4], [6], [7], [8]. However, the secu-53

rity threats (e.g., model poisoning or adversarial machine54

learning attacks) and mitigation methods (e.g., adversarial55

training or defensive distillation) have not been investigated56

in AI-powered applications of NextG networks due to being57

new, complicated, and multi-disciplinary topics (e.g., next-58

generation communications, cybersecurity, and AI) [9], [10].59

To fill the gap, this paper will focus on AI-powered IRS60

applications in 5G and beyond networks, and their vulnera-61

bilities, which have received limited attention. Vulnerabilities62

of an AI-powered model are one of the top security concerns63

and deserve a thorough investigation. For example, a trained64

AI model might be manipulated by adding noise to the data,65

i.e., targeted and non-targeted adversarial attacks. The adver-66

sarial attacks are generated by adding a perturbation to a67

legitimate data point, i.e., an adversarial example, to fool the68

AI-powered models.69

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as70

follows:71

• Evaluate the vulnerabilities of anAI-powered IRSmodel72

under widely used adversarial attacks, including Fast73

Gradient Sign Method (FGSM), Basic Iterative Method74

(BIM), Projected Gradient Descent (PGD), andMomen-75

tum Iterative Method (MIM).76

• Propose a defensive distillation mitigation method to77

train a more robust model to improve the robustness of78

the AI-powered IRS model.79

• Conduct the comprehensive simulations to assess the80

robustness of the proposed AI-powered IRS system81

with undefended and defended models under the82

above-mentioned adversarial attacks.83

The results indicate that AI-poweredmodels used in NextG84

networks are vulnerable to adversarial attacks, while themod-85

els can be more secure against adversarial attacks through the86

proposed defensive distillation mitigation method. Note that87

the scope of this study is limited to one of 5G physical layer88

applications, i.e., AI-powered IRS, its vulnerability analysis89

under selected adversarial attacks, and the proposed defensive90

FIGURE 1. A typical IRS-assisted wireless communication system.

distillation mitigation method. Other attack types like the 91

Carlini & Wagner (C&W) attack are compute-intensive and 92

require more iterations than traditional methods. Our study 93

uses a less compute-intensive andmore efficient way to create 94

adversarial examples. 95

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 96

Section II provides the background information about the 97

IRS and common adversarial attacks. Section III presents the 98

system overview, including the AI model and defense distil- 99

lation for mitigation. Section IV shows experimental results, 100

and Section V discusses the results along with observations. 101

Section VI concludes the paper. 102

II. PRELIMINARIES 103

This section provides background information and related 104

works, including IRS and popular adversarial attacks using 105

FGSM, BIM, PGD, and MIM. 106

A. INTELLIGENT REFLECTING SURFACES (IRS) 107

IRS is commonly proposed to improve wireless commu- 108

nication quality in various applications. Consider a typical 109

IRS-aided wireless communication system as depicted in 110

Figure 1. The IRS is deployed to enhance the communica- 111

tion performance between a transmitter and a receiver. The 112

receiver gets the Line of Sight (LOS) signal through the LOS 113

link as well as constructive reflected signals from IRS through 114

the IRS-Rx link at the same time such that the communication 115

performance between the transmitter and receiver could be 116

significantly improved. 117

In the literature, there are several studies on IRS and secu- 118

rity concerns [4], [7], [8]. AI-powered models, e.g., neu- 119

ral networks, have been integrated into IRS-aided systems 120

to improve wireless communication performance. Authors 121

in [11] propose the concept of Intelligent Spectrum Learn- 122

ing (ISL) to optimize IRS to tackle the interfering signals 123

by dynamically controlling the IRS elements. The ISL first 124

employs a well-trained convolutional neural network to real- 125

ize a multi-class classification for the incident signals, and 126

then the IRS elements can be turned on/off depending on 127

the class of that signal by using an IRS binary control. 128

Moreover, a dynamic ‘‘think-and-decide’’ function allows the 129
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reflection of incident signals to be blocked or passed based130

on the state of the IRS element block. Therefore, the Signal-131

to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of the overall sys-132

tem can be improved. The study [12] presents a novel deep133

learning-based channel tracking algorithm in IRS-assisted134

UAV communication systems. The algorithm first designs a135

deep neural network with off-line training for signal denois-136

ing, and then a stacked bi-directional long short-termmemory137

is developed to track the time-varying channel. Simulations138

demonstrate that this algorithm improves channel tracking139

performance while requiring fewer overheads for pilots than140

the benchmark algorithm. An IRS architecture is deployed141

to prevent the communications of multiple legitimate users142

from eavesdropping in the presence of multiple eavesdrop-143

pers [13]. They propose an approach that uses deep reinforce-144

ment learning to determine the optimal beamforming policy145

since the system is highly dynamic and complex.146

It is challenging to acquire channel knowledge to esti-147

mate the Tx-IRS and IRS-Rx channel link in an IRS-assisted148

system since all the reflecting elements are expected to be149

nearly passive. Authors in [14] propose a new IRS architec-150

ture where all elements are passive except for a few active151

sensing elements and adopted a deep learning technique to152

assist the IRS in addressing this problem. Specifically, the153

transmitter and receiver first transmit two orthogonal uplink154

pilots to the active elements of IRS, and the active elements155

estimate the sampled channel vectors to construct the multi-156

path signature as the environment descriptors. Motivated by157

recent advances in deep learning, this paper then proposes to158

train a neural network to observe the environment descrip-159

tors to predict the achievable rate with each IRS interaction160

vector. Based on the predictions, the IRS interaction vector161

corresponding to the highest predicted achievable rate will162

be used to reflect the transmitted data from the transmitter to163

the receiver. In our paper, we refer to the model above as the164

AI-powered IRS model and will investigate and examine the165

vulnerability of thismodel and apply the defensive distillation166

mitigation method.167

B. ADVERSARIAL ATTACKS168

Machine Learning (ML)-based models are trained to auto-169

matically learn the underlying patterns and correlations in170

data using algorithms. Once an ML-based model is trained,171

it can be used to predict the patterns in new data. The accu-172

racy of the trained model is essential to achieving a high173

performance, which can also be called a generalization. How-174

ever, the trained model can be manipulated by targeted and175

non-targeted adversarialML attacks to fool the models. There176

are various kinds of adversarial ML attacks, such as evasion177

attacks, data poisoning attacks, and model inversion attacks.178

Liu et al. [15] conducted a comprehensive survey on179

adversarial ML for wireless and mobile systems. Adversarial180

ML approaches can be used to generate and detect adversar-181

ial samples, which are samples that have been specifically182

designed to deceive amachine learningmodel. These samples183

can fool a model into misclassifying an input and can be184

used to exploit certain blind spots in image classifiers. The 185

article reviews the state-of-the-art adversarial ML approaches 186

to generating and detecting adversarial samples. It provides 187

detailed discussions highlighting the open issues and chal- 188

lenges these approaches face. 189

An evasion attack aims to cause the ML-based models 190

to misclassify the adversarial examples as legitimate data 191

points, i.e., targeted and non-targeted evasion attacks. Tar- 192

geted attacks aim to force the models to classify the adver- 193

sarial example as a specific target class. Non-targeted attacks 194

aim to push the models to classify the adversarial example as 195

any class other than the ground truth. Data poisoning aims to 196

generate malicious data points to train the ML-based models 197

to find the desired output. It can be applied to the train- 198

ing data, which causes the ML-based models to produce the 199

desired outcome. Model inversion aims to generate new data 200

points close to the original data points to find the sensitive 201

information of the specific data points. 202

These adversarial attack types are given as follows. 203

1) FAST GRADIENT SIGN METHOD (FGSM) 204

FGSM is one of the most popular and straightforward 205

approaches to constructing adversarial examples. It is called 206

one-step gradient-based attack. It is used to compute the gra- 207

dient of the loss function with respect to the input, x, and then 208

the attacker creates the adversarial example by adding the 209

sign of the gradient to the input data. It was first introduced by 210

Goodfellow et al. [16]. The gradient sign is computed using 211

the backpropagation algorithm. The steps are summarized as 212

follows: 213

• Compute the gradient of loss function, ∇x`(x, y) 214

• Add the gradient to the input data, xadv = x + ε × 215

sign(∇x`), 216

where ε is the budget. FGSM attack has been used in [17] to 217

attack models. 218

2) BASIC ITERATIVE METHOD (BIM) 219

BIM is one of the most popular attacks called an iterative 220

gradient-based attack. This attack is derived from the FGSM 221

attack. It is used to compute the gradient of the loss function 222

with respect to the input, x, and then the attacker creates the 223

adversarial example by adding the sign of the gradient to the 224

input data. The gradient sign is computed using the backprop- 225

agation algorithm. The steps are summarized as follows: 226

• Initialize the adversarial example as xadv = x 227

• Iterate i times, where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N 228

– Compute the gradient of loss function, ∇x`(xadv, y) 229

– Add the gradient to the input data, xadv = xadv + 230

ε × sign(∇x`), 231

where ε is the budget, and N is the number of iterations. The 232

BIM attack has been used in [17] to attack models. 233

3) PROJECTED GRADIENT DESCENT (PGD) 234

PGD is one of themost popular and powerful attacks [18]. It is 235

used to compute the gradient of the loss function with respect 236
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to the input, x, and then the attacker creates the adversarial237

example by adding the sign of the gradient to the input data.238

The gradient sign is computed using the backpropagation239

algorithm. The steps are summarized as follows:240

• Initialize the adversarial example as xadv = x241

• Iterate i times, where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N242

– Compute the gradient of loss function, ∇x`(xadv, y)243

– Add random noise to the gradient, ∇̂x`(xadv, y) =244

∇x`(xadv, y)+ U(ε)245

– Add the gradient to the input data, xadv = xadv +246

α × sign(∇̂x`),247

where ε is the budget, N is the number of iterations, and α is248

the step size. PGD can generate stronger attacks than FGSM249

and BIM.250

4) MOMENTUM ITERATIVE METHOD (MIM)251

MIM is a variant of the BIM adversarial attack, introducing252

momentum and integrating it into iterative attacks [19]. It is253

used to compute the gradient of the loss function with respect254

to the input, x, and then the attacker creates the adversarial255

example by adding the sign of the gradient to the input data.256

The gradient sign is computed using the backpropagation257

algorithm. The steps are summarized as follows:258

• Initialize the adversarial example xadv = x and the259

momentum, µ = 0260

• Iterate i times, where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N261

– Compute the gradient of loss function, ∇x`(xadv, y)262

– Update the momentum, µ = µ+ η
ε
×∇x`(xadv, y)263

– Add random noise to the gradient, ∇̂x`(xadv, y) =264

∇x`(xadv, y)+ U(ε)265

– Add the gradient to the input data, xadv = xadv +266

α × sign(∇̂x`),267

where ε is the budget, N is the number of iterations, η is the268

momentum rate, and α is the step size.269

Note that there are many types of adversarial attacks and270

defenses. The existing defenses and adversarial attacks for271

images can be applied to attack and defend on intelligent272

reflecting surfaces and other fields [20], [21], [22], [23].273

The cleverly-designed adversarial examples can fool the deep274

neural networks with high success rates on the test images.275

The adversarial examples can also be transferred from one276

model to another model. In our experiments, we generated277

the adversarial inputs with untargeted attacks.278

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW279

This section presents the overall system model for the pro-280

posed AI-powered IRS system, as illustrated in Figure 2.281

According to the figure, it is assumed that data collected282

from User Equipments (UEs) is provided to the IRS predic-283

tion model. The undefended model covers only conventional284

training of deep neural networks, while the defended model285

covers the defensive distillation-based training method. The286

defensive distillation method covers the teacher and student287

models. The teacher model is typically a large deep neu-288

ral network, while the student model is usually a small and289

shallow neural network. In the figure, the training of the 290

prediction model (i.e., student model) is protected against 291

adversarial ML attacks in base stations. Adversarial attacks 292

are applied to models, i.e., undefended and defended models, 293

to evaluate the models’ robustness under any attacks. 294

A. DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 295

As we briefly discussed in Section II-A, a neural network is 296

designed for mapping the observed environment descriptors 297

to the predicted achievable rate in the AI-powered IRSmodel. 298

This subsection introduces the neural network architecture 299

and training details below. 300

• Neural Network Architecture: The input of the neu- 301

ral network model is defined as a stack of the environ- 302

ment descriptors (i.e., uplink pilot signals) received from 303

both transmitter and receiver. Since the training process 304

is designed to build a function mapping descriptors to 305

reflection vectors, the output target of the neural network 306

is to be a set of predictions on the achievable rates of 307

every possible reflection beamforming vector. The neu- 308

ral network is built as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 309

network, which is well-demonstrated as an effective uni- 310

versal approximator. The MLP is adopted to establish 311

the connection between the environment descriptors and 312

the predicted achievable rates using reflection beam- 313

forming vectors, as shown in Figure 3. TheMLP is com- 314

posed of four fully connected layers. ReLU activation 315

function is adopted, and a dropout layer is added after 316

the activation function for every layer except for the last 317

layer. The MLP consists of the following dimensions: 318

M (Input), [M , 2M ](Layer1), [2M , 4M ](Layer2), [4M , 319

4M ](Layer3), [4M ,M ](Layer4), whereM is the number 320

of the antenna elements on IRS. 321

• Training Details: The training dataset has 54300 data 322

samples since the candidate receiver locations contain 323

54300 points as discussed in III-C. The dataset is split 324

into two sets, namely a training set and a testing set with 325

85% and 15% of the points, respectively. To measure 326

the quality of the predictions and make the predicted 327

achievable rates close to the real achievable rates in the 328

dataset, we define the loss function with Mean-Squared- 329

Error (MSE) between them. In the training process, the 330

batch size is set to 500 samples, and the training epochs 331

is set to 20. The dropout rate is set to 50%, and a L2 reg- 332

ularization term with the factor of 10−4 is added to the 333

loss function. The learning rate decreases by 50% every 334

3 epochs starting at 0.1with Stochastic Gradient Descent 335

(SGD) optimizer. 336

B. DEFENSIVE DISTILLATION 337

Asmentioned previously, in this paper, we leverage the defen- 338

sive distillation mitigation method to improve the robust- 339

ness of our AI-powered IRS model. Defensive distillation 340

is a method that applies defensive knowledge distillation to 341

train a more robust model [24]. Knowledge distillation was 342
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the proposed AI-powered IRS system architecture.

FIGURE 3. The adopted neural network architecture is composed of four
fully connected layers. The number of the neurons of the four layers is
(2M, 4M, 4M, M), where M indicates the number of the antenna
elements on IRS.

previously introduced by Hinton et al. [25] to compress the343

knowledge of a large, densely connected neural network344

(the teacher) into a smaller, sparsely connected neural net-345

work (the student). It has been shown that the student could346

achieve a similar performance as the teacher by mimicking347

the teacher’s output, and the teacher would be used as a soft348

label to train the student. Furthermore, the student could be349

trained to be more resistant to adversarial attacks than the350

teacher by using the label of the teacher as the label of the351

student [26].352

The architecture of the defensive distillation consists of the353

following steps:354

• Step 1: Train a model with cross-entropy loss as the355

classification task’s base model (teacher).356

• Step 2: Train the same model (teacher) with defensive357

distillation loss (soft label + cross-entropy) to generate358

the respective soft label.359

• Step 3: Train a model with the soft label generated in360

step 2 as the label (student) to obtain the robust model.361

The defensive distillation loss function is defined as362

LD (θ) = (1− λ)LCE (θ)+ λLKL (PT (y|θ) ,PT (y)) , (1)363

where LCE (θ) and LKL (PT (y|θ) ,PT (y)) denote the cross364

entropy and Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence losses, respec-365

tively. PT (y|θ) is the output of the teacher model with366

Algorithm 1 Training the Defensive Distillation
1: Input: Training data set D, base model MT , λ, α, ε,

number of iterations N
2: Output: Defensive distillation modelMD
3: Train the basemodelMT byminimizing the cross entropy

loss LCE on D
4: Initialize the defensive distillation modelMD = MT
5: while iter < N do
6: Get a batch of samples X and labels Y from D
7: Calculate the cross entropy loss LCE and KL diver-

gence loss LKL of X
8: Calculate the defensive distillation lossLD using Eq. 1

9: Calculate the adversarial samples Xadv by FGSM,
BIM, MIM, and PGD with ε

10: Calculate the new lossL′D with the adversarial samples
Xadv

11: Update the weights of the defensive distillation model
MD by minimizing the new loss L′D

12: iter ← iter + 1
13: end while
14: return MD

parameters θ . PT (y) is the output of the soft label. λ is a 367

trade-off parameter between cross entropy andKL divergence 368

losses. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode. 369

C. DATASET PREPARATION 370

To examine the performance of the AI-powered IRS 371

model, a publicly available ray-tracing-based DeepMIMO 372

dataset [27] is adopted to generate the training dataset. 373

DeepMIMO dataset is a parameterized dataset designed for 374

constructing the MIMO channels based on ray-tracing data 375

obtained from the accurate ray-tracing scenario simulation. 376

Similar to the simulation setup in [14], the outdoor ray-tracing 377

scenario ‘O1’ is selected as shown in Figure 4. Base 378
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FIGURE 4. The adopted ray-tracing scenario where the large intelligent
surface (i.e., IRS) is deployed to reflect the signal from the fixed
transmitter to the candidate receivers.

Station 3 (BS 3) is set as an IRS, which is equipped with379

an UPA (Uniform Planar Array) with 32 × 32 (M = 1024)380

or 64 × 64 (M = 4096) antennas at the mmWave 28GHz381

setup. The transmitter is fixed in row R850 and column 90,382

and the candidate receiver locations are in the uniform x-y383

grid from row R1000 to R1300 (i.e., 54300 points). Both384

the transmitter and receiver are assumed to have a single385

antenna. The antenna elements have a gain of 3dBi and a386

transmit power of 35dBm. Table 1 summarizes the adopted387

parameters in the DeepMIMO dataset. The generated Deep-388

MIMO dataset includes the channel vectors between the IRS389

and the transmitter/receiver of the specified subcarriers for390

all candidate user locations in the x-y grid. With these chan-391

nel vectors and given the randomly selected active elements,392

we can construct the sampled active channel vectors between393

the active elements of IRS and the transmitter/receiver. Note394

that the channel vectors depend on the various elements of the395

surrounding environment [14]. Therefore, the sampled active396

channel vectors (i.e., environment descriptors) can be used397

to describe the wireless environment and fed into the deep398

neural networks described earlier.399

D. PERFORMANCE METRIC400

This study evaluates the AI-powered IRS model through the401

Mean Squared Error (MSE) performance metric. MSE scores402

are utilized to analyze the model vulnerabilities under unde-403

fended and defended conditions. The equation regarding the404

TABLE 1. The adopted DeepMIMO dataset parameters.

MSE score is given below. 405

MSE =

∑
(Yt − Ŷt )

2

n
(2) 406

where: 407

• Yt : The actual tth instance, 408

• Ŷt : The forecasted tth instance, 409

• n: The total number of instance 410

MSE score measures the average squared difference 411

between the actual and predicted values. A high MSE score 412

represents a high prediction error. 413

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 414

This section analyses the results obtained from the experi- 415

ments related to AI-powered IRS models against adversarial 416

machine learning attacks. Results are represented in three 417

ways: (1) bar plots showing the impact of each adversarial 418

machine learning attack on the performance of undefended 419

and defended models, i.e., MSE, (2) histogram plots show- 420

ing the MSE metric values for each attack of defended and 421

undefended models, and (3) the table showing the prediction 422

performance results of defended and undefended models for 423

each adversarial attack. Figure 5-6 show the bar plots, while 424

Figure 7-10 show the histogram plots. Table 2 shows the pre- 425

diction performance results of the defended and undefended 426

AI-powered IRS models against the attacks. 427

The trained AI-powered IRS model is implemented using 428

Python 3.7.13 and the TensorFlow 2.8.2 framework run- 429

ning on Google Colab Tesla T4 GPU with 16GB of mem- 430

ory. Adversarial inputs are generated using Cleverhans 4.0.0. 431

library. 432

The adversarial attack on AI-powered models has become 433

more popular with various attack methods. This study uses 434

FGSM, MIM, BIM, and PGD methods to generate adversar- 435

ial examples. The performance of each model is evaluated 436

through the MSE metric. 437

Figure 5 showsMSE values for the selected attackmethods 438

under attack powers from ε = 0.01 to ε = 0.8. MSE values 439

look similar for MIM, BIM, and PGD methods, i.e., around 440

0.09, for all attack powers. On the other hand, MSE values 441

increase along with a higher attack power (ε > 0.5) for 442

BIM attacks and go from 0.009 to 0.0128. The results also 443

indicate that AI-powered models are dramatically vulnera- 444

ble to adversarial attacks. The mitigation methods have been 445

widely used to increase the AI-powered model’s robustness 446

against adversarial attacks. In this study, the defensive dis- 447

tillation method is applied in the model to reduce the vul- 448

nerability against adversarial attacks. The performance of the 449

AI-powered model is evaluated in terms of MSE after apply- 450

ing themitigationmethod. Figure 6 shows themodels’ perfor- 451

mance, i.e., MSE values, against adversarial attacks from ε = 452

0.01 to ε = 0.8 after applying the selectedmitigationmethod. 453

The figure shows that the AI-powered model is still sensitive 454

to adversarial attacks. However, the model’s robustness is 455

better against adversarial attacks. According to the figure, the 456

model can resist any attack under low attack power (ε < 0.3). 457
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FIGURE 5. MSE values of the undefended models for each adversarial
machine learning attack under different attack powers (ε).

FIGURE 6. MSE values of the defended models for each adversarial
machine learning attack under different attack powers (ε).

The MSE values increase along with a high attack power458

(ε > 0.3) as expected. However, the impact of the mitigation459

method on the performance is not the same for all attacks. For460

example, the MSE values can go up to 0.006 and 0.008 under461

the PGD and MIM attack, respectively, while only going up462

to 0.003 under the BIM attack with a very high attack power463

(ε = 0.8). It is very interesting that there is no impact on464

the attack power under the FGSM attack if the mitigation465

method is applied to the model. The results also indicate that466

the defensive distillation method significantly contributes to467

the model’s robustness against adversarial attacks.468

The histogram plots investigate the distribution of MSE469

values for undefended and defendedmodels under adversarial470

attacks. In Figure 7-10, (a) represents the undefended mod-471

els, while (b) represents defended models for each attack,472

i.e., FGSM, BIM, MIM, and PGD, respectively. According473

to the results, the undefended models, i.e., (a), represent a474

little right-skewed distribution, which has a peak to the left475

of the distribution and data values that taper off to the right.476

MSE values vary from 0.005 to 0.025 for all attack types, and477

around 50% percent of MSE values are between 0.006 and478

0.009. It is compatible with Figure 5-6. On the other hand, it is479

difficult to define the histogram plots for defended models,480

FIGURE 7. Distribution of MSE values for undefended and defended
models under the FGSM attack.

FIGURE 8. Distribution of MSE values for undefended and defended
models under BIM attack.

FIGURE 9. Distribution of MSE values for undefended and defended
models under MIM attack.

i.e., (b). According to the results, Figure 7, 8, 10 (b) rep- 481

resent a little right-skewed distribution like the undefended 482

model ones, while Figure 9 (b) does not represent any dis- 483

tribution. The most MSE values are clustered around 0.0, 484

i.e., 30% - 60%. It means the AI-powered model can cor- 485

rectly predict the target values. It is also clear that the percent 486

of the high MSE values (< 0.015) is much lower than the 487

undefended model. The defended models are more effective 488

against FGSM and BIM attacks, as shown in Figure 7 and 8. 489

It is obvious that the mitigation methods can dramatically 490

improve the model robustness under FGSM attacks, i.e., 90% 491

of MSE values are less than 0.005. On the other hand, the 492

defended models are not successful against MIM and PGD 493

attacks compared to FGSM and BIM, as shown in Figure 9 494

and 10. Although lowMSE values, i.e., < 0.005, are clustered 495

around 50%, theMSE values still go up to 0.015 forMIM and 496

PGD attacks. 497

Table 2 shows the impact of a specific ε value on the 498

MSE performance metrics of the AI-powered IRS model for 499

each adversarial attack in detail. The value of ε ranges from 500

0.01 to 0.8. The higher the value of ε means, the more pow- 501

erful attack on the AI-powered model is expected. Except 502

for BIM, the MSE values are usually around 0.0092-0.0095 503

for undefended models under any attack power and 504

type. It reaches up to 0.012 under a high attack power 505
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TABLE 2. Prediction performance results in terms of the MSE metric.

FIGURE 10. Distribution of MSE values for undefended and defended
models under PGD attack.

(BIM and ε = 0.8). However, MSE values dramatically506

go down, e.g., from 0.0091/0.0092 to 0.0005/0.0006 for507

FGSM/BIM/MIM/PGD, once the mitigation method is508

applied. It is clear that the mitigation method significantly509

affects the robustness of the model, but not for all types510

of attacks. For example, MSE values are the same for the511

defended model under the FGSM attack at all attack pow-512

ers. The mitigation method can handle FGSM-type attacks513

because of its simplicity. However, MSE values increase for514

the defended model under the other type of attacks at a515

high attack power level. For example, MSE values go from516

0.0005 to 0.002, 0.0005 to 0.008, and 0.0005 to 0.006 for517

BIM, MIM, and PGD attacks, respectively. MSE values are518

the highest under the MIM attack (0.008 at 0.8 of the attack519

power). TheMIM is the most effective adversarial attack type520

among the selected attacks.521

V. DISCUSSION522

This study investigates AI-powered IRS models in NextG523

networks and their vulnerabilities against adversarial attacks524

and the contribution of mitigation methods to the model525

robustness. The models’ vulnerabilities are studied for var-526

ious adversarial attacks, i.e., FGSM, BIM, MIM, and PGD,527

as well as the mitigation method, i.e., defensive distillation.528

The results show that AI-powered IRS models are vulner-529

able to adversarial attacks. On the other hand, the mitiga-530

tion methods can significantly improve the model robustness531

under adversarial attacks. According to the results, adversar-532

ial attacks on AI-powered IRS models and the use of the533

proposed mitigation method can be summarized as:534

Observation 1: AI-powered IRS models are vulnerable to535

adversarial attacks, especially BIM with a high attack power536

(ε > 0.5).537

Observation 2: There is no significant impact of the attack538

power (ε) on some adversarial attacks, i.e., FGSM.539

Observation 3: The defensive distillation mitigation 540

method significantly increases the model robustness, espe- 541

cially under FGSM and BIM attacks. 542

Observation 4: The MSE values histogram usually repre- 543

sents a smaller right-skewed distribution, especially for the 544

undefended models. 545

Observation 5: Around 50% percent of MSE values are 546

between 0.006 and 0.009 for the undefended models. 547

Observation 6: The most MSE values are clustered around 548

0.0, i.e., 30% - 60% for the defended model. 549

Observation 7: The most effective adversarial attack types 550

are BIM and MIM for undefended and defended models, 551

respectively. 552

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 553

The next generation networks, i.e., NextG or 5G and beyond, 554

have dramatically enhanced along with advanced communi- 555

cation, computing, and AI technologies in the last decade. 556

AI is the most important contributor to NextG networks’ 557

improvement in terms of performance. This paper investi- 558

gates the vulnerability of AI-powered IRS models against 559

adversarial attacks (i.e., FGSM, BIM, PGD, and MIM) and 560

the impact of the proposed mitigation method, i.e., defen- 561

sive distillation, on the improvement of models’ robustness 562

in NextG networks. The results indicate that the AI-powered 563

NextG networks are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. On the 564

other hand, mitigation methods can make the models more 565

robust against adversarial attacks. According to the overall 566

results, the most effective adversarial attack types are BIM 567

and MIM for undefended and defended models, respectively. 568

The proposedmitigationmethod can provide better results for 569

the attacks, including FGSM, BIM, MIM, and PGD, in terms 570

of increasing the model robustness and reducing the vulnera- 571

bility. 572

In future work, the authors will focus on automatic mod- 573

ulation classification using an AI-powered model in NextG 574

networks and its vulnerability under adversarial attacks. 575
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